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Charm  

Available as a grand 4-seater sofa, 2-seater or 3-seater sofas with sofa bed options, in a wide range of fabrics 

to suit all decors. Two lumbar cushions and two scatter cushions are included with a sofa, scatters can be 

chosen in a contrasting fabric if preferred. A snuggler, standard chair, swivel chair and the versatile accent 

chair complete the range. Choice of light or dark feet. 10 year structural and cold molded seat cushion interior 

guarantee. 

 

 

Size – sofa bed depth when open = 228cm 

4-seater sofa  225 x h 100 x 94cm 

3-seater sofa/sofa bed  202 x h 100 x 94cm 

2-seater sofa/sofa bed  182 x h 100 x 94cm 

Snuggler  138 x h 100 x 94cm 

Chair  99 x h 100 x 94cm 

Accent chair  85 x h 90 x 92cm 

Ottoman  99 x h 42.5 x 58cm 

Storage stool  64 x h 41 x 58cm 

Footstool  64 x h 38 x 58cm 

 

 

 

Staingard fabric protection can protect your new sofa against spills and reduce everyday soiling. Professionally 

applied before delivery, Staingard penetrates deep into each fibre but will not alter colour or texture. The 

Staingard five year service programme is well worth the small extra cost, to protect your new sofa. Please see 

also the Care Advice section of the website. 

2 and 3 seater sofa beds have a Regal single 

sided 'no turn' open coil spring interior 

mattress, including an additional top layer of 

foam fillings for improved levels of comfort as 

standard or the option to upgrade to a pocket 

sprung mattress - for the ultimate in comfort 

the deluxe, double sided spring mattress has 

quilted side edges, superior fillings, hand 

tufted felt washers and luxury ticking. Fully 

reversible.  

 


